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iCycle remote  
Inspire change outside of Hong Kong and into the mainland by working with our fantastic 
iCycle remote leaders to help them develop teaching resources on sustainability which they 
can use to educate their students during QC time. 
  
Lobby letter writing – Country Parks  
Did you know that the Hong Kong government is planning on reducing the size of Ma On 
Shan country park to allow for more housing to be built? If you feel that the country parks 
should be protected and more brownfield land used instead come along and find out more 
about the issue and take time to write a letter to the decision makers on this issue. 
  
Lobby letter writing – Sharks Fin Soup  
Hong Kong makes up over 50% of the global sharks’ fin trade. With 12 shark species listed 
as endangered already why is it that Hong Kong has not moved to ban this trade? As top 
predators in the marine food chain the decrease in shark numbers worldwide has large 
ripple effects on entire ecosystems. Find out more about this issue and take time to write to 
legislatures and restaurants on this issue in this session. 
  
Lobby letter writing – Hong Kong International Airport Third Runway  
The construction of the third runway may be underway already but so is the ecological 
damage being done in the area. The construction and land reclamation are having 
significant impact of the Chinese White Dolphin and there are concerns that the new marine 
park is not enough to ensure their protection. To find out more about this issue and write to 
those with power to ensure the construction and marine park work more closely with 
ecological groups to reduce the impact on the marine area come along to this session. 
  
Lobby letter writing – Plastic Waste in Hong Kong   
Did you know that Hong Kong buries more than 2,100 tonnes of plastic in its landfills daily? 
Along with an incredible 5.28 million plastic bottles thrown away every day in the territory 
according to ‘The Green Earth’. If you think it is time to act on plastic waste in Hong Kong 
come along to this session and put pressure on law makers and businesses alike to take 
more of a stand. 
  
Carbon offset masterminding  
The Trips Committee in collaboration with the Campus Ecologists are hoping to gain funding 
to ensure all Project Week Trips are carbon offset. The money from this will go to global 
carbon offset projects but also College and Hong Kong focused projects organised within 
College. Work together as a group to explore the options for carbon offset schemes we can 
implement as a college. 
  
Energy Audit Prioritising – Lighting  
Over the summer the college had a comprehensive energy audit completed by CLP. It 
outlined the potential for cutting out energy use by around 25%. In this group you will have 
time to explore the audit and work to help the college prioritise the lighting related energy 



savings we can make. First years may even find inspiration for their science 
IAs!                                    
 
Energy Audit Prioritising – Heating, water and canteen  
Over the summer the college had a comprehensive energy audit completed by CLP. It 
outlined the potential for cutting out energy use by around 25%. In this group you will have 
time to explore the audit and work to help the college prioritise a number of areas for making 
energy savings.  First years may even find inspiration for their science IAs! 
  
 
Sustainable Design and Entrepreneurship 
In this workshop you will work with an architect turned software engineer turned 
entrepreneur who’s constantly striving for sustainability. Joe Liao (aka Jun Rivers) is the 
founder of SLEEEP, Hong Kong’s first capsule hotel and the world’s first LEEDv4 Gold level 
hospitality project. Jun is also winner of 2018 Red Dot Product Design Award and recipient 
of 2018 Design for Asia Young Design Talent Award. LPCUWC ‘04, UCLA ‘08 Harvard ‘14 
  
Video making – Sustainability initiatives in LPC   
Work with a small group to create a short video to show the current and upcoming 
sustainability initiatives taking place within LPC. You will be filming during the afternoon and 
will also need to complete the edits, so we can share the video with the UWC community 
and beyond. 
  
Video making – How to live sustainably in LPC   
Work with a small group to create a short video to help current and incoming students with 
top tips on living more sustainably in LPC.  You will be filming during the afternoon and will 
also need to complete the edits, so we can share the video with the LPC community and 
beyond. 
  
GIF – Green Issues Forum  
Got a view of sustainability? Get your chance to discuss you views at a special edition of 
GIF for UWC day. The discussion will be based on living more sustainably and the place of 
sustainability with the UWC mission. 
  
The Green Restaurant Guide 
Work together with a small group to create a guide which can be used by tutor groups to 
help them eat out more sustainably on Wednesdays. This group will give top tips for 
evaluating restaurants sustainability as well as providing a list of local suggestions tutor 
groups and students may wish to try. 
  
Urban Farming  
Working together with LPC graduate and agricultural engineer Adrian Odio Cortes you will 
learn about the role of urban gardening in sustainability and allowing food to be more 
accessible.  There may also be chance to take part in some practical activities. 
  
Mai Po  
Ready to get your brains in gear? Take part in this problem-solving exercise and role play on 
how wetland development will impact bird species in Mai Po. You will learn about the 
development plans and how to assess the impact on the environment. 
 

 


